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Executive Summary 

This document describes the EuroGeographics architecture, developed to create, maintain 
and disseminate a Pan-European map and implement access to the geographic data. The 
architecture is designed to accommodate the business needs of EuroGeographics and its 
members.  

The production data is maintained by the individual NMCAs who provide standard service 
interfaces for a distributed architecture in the consolidated ExM data model which is 
compliant to INSPIRE regulations (as far as were available at the begining of 2011).  

The architecture is based on the generic INSPIRE architecture and extends it in a bottom up 
process building on the experience gained in the related work packages. The result is a top 
down architecture perspective which is the template to be used by the NMCAs to upgrade 
their data and add service interfaces accordingly.  

All data is replicated into a centralized data cache or repository which is operated by a Pan-
European organization; EuroGeographics being the natural contender. It has three core 
tasks:  

● Maintain the architecture and monitor coupled services.  

● Create map products from the centralized data cache which are provided to the public 
for private use and as a high end quality product for sale to fill the geospatial niche of 
the emerging Public Sector Information marketplace. 

● Control, authorize and charge for access to download data.  

Institutional users, private industry, citizens, and the research and education domain can 
access this Pan-European data set through the central cache either with individual 
authentication or by accessing one of the federated Shibboleth-based identity providers.  

The architecture has been designed to follow open paradigms and to ensure secure access 
at any level, appropriate authentication and authorization provided.  
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Introduction 

The initial architecture proposed by WP 5 was based on the INSPIRE conceptual architecture 

model, extended to accommodate the business processes required to create, maintain and 

disseminate the map and data products of EuroGeographics. This top down approach to the 

architecture was the starting point for all work packages. Each work group then collected the 

architecture requirements arising from the needs of their work. These were taken as input by 

WP 5 to adapt the architecture to suit the needs of each work group. The first results of this 

bottom up process have been documented and are the basis for the EuroGeographics 

architecture.  

This document summarizes the results collected during the practical implementation phase 

with a special focus on work packages which have a direct influence on the architecture. 

These include:  

• WP 3 Stakeholder engagement 

• WP 4 Data Access and Licensing Policy 

• WP 6 ExM (medium/small scale) 

• WP 7 ExM (large scale) 

• WP 8 Metadata and Quality Guidelines 

• WP 9 Data maintenance/ business process NMCAs 

• WP 10 ExM transformation specifications 

• WP 11 Interoperability Services 

• WP 12 Test environment 

In the second phase of the project NMCAs started to set up services according to the initial 

architecture and based on the data specifications created in WP 6 and WP 7. These were used 

as data sources for the processing done in WP 8 and WP 10. In the third phase of the project 

special attention was given to the practical experience gained during implementing services 

and clients to manage and visualize the data delivered by the services in a real-world 

distributed architecture. The findings of this hands-on work have been taken as further input 

to adjust and hone the architecture.  

In the last phase of the project all work related to the architecture was collected from all Wps 

and fed back to the relevant communities, especially the INSPIRE- and OGC standards-

communities. All findings were then summarized and fed back into the architecture as 

detailed in this document.  

The closing chapter is dedicated to give an outlook of how the architecture will evolve in 

future to accommodate the needs of the NMCAs when addressing INSPIRE on one hand and 

addressing the needs of their data users on the other, taking into account the extended ExM 

data models. The experience gained during the ESDIN project will be a helpful asset for 

building and improving the architecture of the evolving European SDI. 

Scope  

This document describes the Best Practice technical architecture developed in ESDIN and 

applies to EuroGeographics, the NMCAs of the European member organisations and data 

users. The architecture ensures that member states are able to deliver data and services 

conforming to current European spatial data infrastructure requirements, especially the 

INSPIRE requirements. The architecture concept is based on the INSPIRE generic 

architecture (service architecture, the generic conceptual model), pan-European eGovernment 
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architecture as they are developed in the IDABC
2
 and follow-up ISA

3
 programs, and other 

relevant approaches. The architecture provides components to address all requirements needed 

to transform existing data sources to comply with the ExM
4
 specification which serves as the 

basis for the Pan-European products EuroBoundaryMap (EBM), EuroRegionalMap (ERM) 

and EuroGlobalMap (EGM). Special attention has been given to comply with INSPIRE 

specifications, as well as to enable secured access to the original data of each NMCA.  

On the enterprise viewpoint a few assumption had to be taken which lie outside the scope of 

ESDIN. These primarily include the designation of a Pan-European data maintenance 

organisation. EuroGeographics is the logical contender as it already has contracts with data 

producers in place and offers a Pan-European data product. The more flexible approach of the 

proposed architecture can considerably increase the value of the existing ERM, EGM and 

EBM data products and increase the quality and up-to-dateness of the resulting map products. 

The other aspect which lies out of the scope of the ESDIN project is the data licensing policy 

of the NMCA which could take this chance to evolve from a national data production centre 

into becoming an active component of the emerging authoritative European Location 

Framework.  

Background 
EuroGeographics maintains a map and data product line including three major components, 

EBM, ERM and EGM. These products are up-to-date Pan-European maps with a well known 

quality and consistence for middle and small scales. The traditional process chain up to date 

only allows for biannual updates of the data. The creation of the maps requires considerable 

manual work.  

The aim of ESDIN it to fast-track the time to market of the map products by improving access 

of the Pan-European map producer to the source data and to set up and improve the processes 

required to assure consistent data quality. Even during the project life-span it could be seen 

that the need to access geographical data instead of just maps considerably grew. At the same 

time the data delivery policy of many NMCAs has become more flexible. This called for a 

more flexible and open architecture. At the same time the implementation of a single 

restrictions management layer became infeasible. In the face of rapid policy changes in 

European NMCAs it became more important to focus on licensing options which resulted in a 

licensing Wizard.  

Further development of this architecture aims at developing the European Location 

Framework, an authoritative geographic reference data set that provides for consistency over 

time and space. 

                                                
2
 http://ec.europa.eu/idabc/ 

3
 http://ec.europa.eu/isa/ 

4 ExM is the generic data model for EBM, ERM, EGM and large scale data  
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Integrating related Visions and Goals 

ESDIN is a European project and as such closely related to other undertakings in the 

European context. From a geospatial perspective this especially includes INSPIRE which has 

a thorough impact on the architecture developed in ESDIN. Some architectural aspects which 

are not (or not yet) addressed by INSPIRE have been investigated during the project run-time.  

ESDIN also takes more general aspects into account and references other initiatives and 

programs in the Europenan context, especially eGovernment intiatives and the PSI directive 

(Directive 2003/98/EC). The following sections will identify the relevant items for the 

EuroGeographics architecture.  

INSPIRE 

The INSPIRE architecture is mainly described in four documents 

• INSPIRE Technical Architecture - Overview 

• INSPIRE Network Services Architecture (partially outdated due to changes in recent 

versions of the INSPIRE network service technical guidance documents) 

• INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model 

• INSPIRE Guidelines for the encoding of spatial data 

• Methodology for the development of data specifications 

These documents have been prepared by several of the INSPIRE drafting teams which include 

persons also deeply involved in ESDIN. The Overview part of the INSPIRE architecture 

focuses on data specifications, metadata and network services. The INSPIRE Network 

Services Architecture document is more detailed but both documents are informative and have 

no legal authority within INSPIRE. Nevertheless, they constitute important parts of the overall 

specifications by INSPIRE and are used as references when implementing INSPIRE at the 

national level. 

The network services architecture is fairly well developed, figure 1 shows the corresponding 

architecture diagram which has been updated to reflect the current status. The not well defined 

term "Service Bus" was replaced by "Internet" which is the basis for communication and data 

transfer in the ESDIN architecture. The core application protocol of ESDIN is HTTP, secure 

access uses encrypted HTTP on TLS. 
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Figure 1 - Generic illustration of the INSPIRE networks services architecture 

Figure 1 shows the generic INSPIRE architecture diagram which shows how access to data is 

achieved through interoperable service interfaces. The service interfaces are classified 

according to the INSPIRE directive as discovery, view, download, transformation and invoke 

services. The engineering viewpoint will detail the corresponding technical standards.  

The bigger picture – the European eGovernment architecture  
  

In order to enable public administrations to provide jointly European public services, 

interoperability should be addressed at multiple layers. 

• Political and legal: The political context must be favourable, with cooperating partners 

having compatible visions, high awareness of interoperability issues, aligned priorities 

and being focused on the same objectives. The legislation in the cooperating Member 

States must be appropriately synchronised, including according proper legal weight 

and recognition to electronic data originating in a given Member State irrespective of 

wherever in the EU it needs to be use; 

• Information Exchange: This level focuses on the data exchanged and related 

agreements which ensure that the precise meaning of information exchanged (concept, 

organisation, services, etc.) is preserved and well understood by the parties concerned. 

Information availability and usage as well as trust and privacy are other cornerstones 

for seamless information exchange across the EU;  

• Organisation and Processes: Processes by which different organisations such as 

different public administrations collaborate within an appropriate governance structure 

to achieve their mutually beneficial, mutually agreed European Public Service-related 

goals must be aligned, synchronised or otherwise compatible; 
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• Service Offering: A consistent architecture is needed for cross-border interoperability 

based on essential building blocks and related services such as guidelines. This covers 

technical issues involved in linking  computer systems and services. 

These fairly general guidelines are well in line with the more sector based initiatives like 

INSPIRE. In this view, it is surprising that eGovernment emphasis is nearly absent in 

INSPIRE. With the growing relevance of the European Digital Agenda and better public 

accessibility to digital data there will be an increasingly productive crossover of general 

eGovernment policies and domain specific regulations including security and organisational 

aspects as well as governance and conflict management.  

These issues have been brought up through the stakeholder engagement, e.g. in the processes 

related to drafting of the implementing rules. The following brief description accounts for the 

the eGovernment strategies underlying the SDI of many member states. There are no 

European eGovernment requirements directly imposing specific solutions on the geospatial 

sector. Instead, the geospatial sector with its well developed set of standards and practices can 

demonstrate how eGovernment can work in practice. To include some general strategies from 

eGovernment will be wise as it can be expected that European Commission activities in this 

field will increase in the nearby future.  

European eGovernment strategies and frameworks have been developed initially through the 

IDABC programme (IDABC - Interoperable Delivery of European eGovernment Services to 

public Administrations, Business and Citizens). The main topic is the European 

Interoperability Framework (EIF), version 1.0 (reference). In the meantime the IDABC 

program terminated and was frozen. Activities were taken up by the follow-up program 

"Interoperability Solutions for European Public Administrations" (ISA). The purpose of the 

European Interoperability Framework (EIF 2.0) is: 

• to promote and support the delivery of European public services by fostering cross-

border and cross-sectoral interoperability; 

• to guide public administrations in their work to provide European public services to 

businesses and citizens; 

• to complement and tie together the various National Interoperability Frameworks 

(NIFs) at European level. 

These objectives are fully shared by ESDIN and reflected in the tasks of the Work Packages. 

The context of EIF and eGovernment is shown in the diagram below.  
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Figure 2 - The three dimensions necessary to achieve interoperability according to EIF 

The cube in figure 2 represents the intricacies of relating the different perspectives between 

interoperability and standards from the technical, administrative and political level. ESDIN 

had to address practically all of these levels. In some cases they could be addressed by 

implementations of the work groups, for example for semantic harmonization through 

transformation or at the level of technical interoperability by choosing the right standards and 

setting up an infrastructure environment that can handle them. Other levels of this cube were 

only addressed as recommendations (for example management of Unique IDs). Others were 

not tackled at all, especially the political and legal level of how public administration data 

should be handled openly because they are out of scope. 

The ESDIN Geo Product Finder
5
 is designed to assist European citizens, private businesses 

and governmental organisations on all levels in finding, evaluating and acquiring European 

geospatial data. All themes defined in Annex 1 of the INSPIRE directive will eventually be 

covered. 

The technical level of EIF does not go into details but mentions all components required to 

deliver content across diverse communities of interest. Elements include transport protocols, 

messaging specifications, security specifications, registry and discovery specifications, syntax 

libraries, service, process description and modelling languages. 

Technical interoperability should be considered in numerous fields. In the following list the 

tasks of the ESIDN work packages are mapped to the corresponding EIF fields: 

• Interconnection (e.g. Internetworking between WAN's, Virtual Private Network). 

ESDIN federation of services have been orchestrated in WP5. 

• Security (e.g. Exchange of authentication and authorization, Signature of web 

resources, etc.). Shibboleth and proxy façades are used to secure services access. 

• Data Exchange (e.g. Electronic Data Interchange, Markup Language, etc.). XML 

schemata based on GML 3.2.1 (ISO 19136:2007) are used as the core data interchange 

format. 

                                                
5 http://esdin.fgi.fi/wiki/index.php/Geo_Product_Finder 
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• Discovery mechanisms (e.g. Domain Name System, Web Services Description). The 

DNS and resources of ESDIN network services are managed through individual client 

configurations and monitored. 

• Presentation and document formats (e.g. document distribution format, graphic 

format). "Documents" in the geospatial context include geographic data (GML 

encoded) and map images (OGC WMS). The representation of map images require 

clear concepts of geographic representation, for example choosing the appropriate 

coordinate reference system and projection.  

• Metadata for Process and Data Descriptions (e.g. specification of business processes 

and business interaction protocols, Structure of documents). Metadata about data sets 

was the special focus of WP 8. Additionally the NMCA services set up during the 

course of the project generate automatic metadata.  

• Naming (e.g. identification of Web resources, country code representations, etc.). 

ESDIN WP 9  focuses on cross border consistency and naming. A unique naming 

authority is as yet not available for geographic data on a European level.  

Regarding the semantic level, elements include reference taxonomies and work flows, code 

lists, data dictionaries and sectoral libraries. Regarding the organizational level, elements 

comprise the business processes, policy elements that facilitate interactions between public 

administrations and service level agreements. At the legal and political level, harmonization 

activities such as the Directive on electronic signatures progressively pave the way to a better 

interoperable legal environment. Yet, the currently disparate legal licensing schemes of the 

different NMCA pose a higher level problem. It was addressed towards the end of the project 

by implementing the Geo Product Finder prototype in WP 4.   

Standards and Interoperability 

The two most relevant standards bodies for the ESDIN project are the International 

Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) and the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), 

especially basing on their joint undertaking Technical Committee 211 (TC 211). Obviously 

ESDIN uses many other standards, e.g. those related to network services as the HTTP 

standard published by the Internet Engineering Taskforce (IETF), XML and related standards 

as published by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), SAML published by OASIS and 

UML published by the Object Management Group (OMG).  

One important aspect that came up repeatedly during the implementation phase of ESDIN was 

a general incompatibility of used software components, even although they implement above 

standards. A clarification of the term interoperability seems appropriate here, especially in the 

face of inflexible recommendations and implementation guidelines.  

Levels of Interoperability  

It is important to differentiate between Plug&Play and Interoperability. Plug&Play is a term 

that was coined in the hardware domain. It describes components that will work together 

immediately and without any interaction. This is especially important when it comes to 

technical devices. The simplest example is the electric plug. It is expected to allow electrical 

current flowing from the grid to the appliance (so it is “Plug and Play”). Even inside of 

Europe there is no common Plug&Play design but the use of adaptors achieves a practical 

level of interoperability.  

Plug&Play has been implemented by the computer hardware industry through a need on a 

very low level, for example by standardizing connectors (USB) or specific properties (VGA 
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screen resolution). It has also been achieved on a much more virtual level by defining the 

Portable Operating System Interface [for Unix] (POSIX). As this standard is internal to one 

operating system there is no interference (and thus no technical problems) with other layers of 

the architecture. One of the most basic standards evolved around character encoding 

(displaying texts being one of the core features of any human-oriented machine interface). But 

even this standards family causes problems when used inconsistently in a distributed 

architecture. This can be observed on Web pages and applications which have to process 

special characters. Even today it can be observed that special characters break when they are 

transformed using a different (wrong) encoding, it shows as hieroglyphs in regular word.  

This is where interoperability comes into play. Interoperability allows for the flexibility 

needed to make system inter-operate that are not Plug&Play compatible. The decision of 

whether to use a Plug&Play or an interoperability approach is currently taken on the 

architecture level and is directly pertinent to the organisational structure. Plug&Play only 

works in a very well defined top-down hierarchy. Interoperability is required when 

organizationally and legally independent systems interact as is the case in the European SDI. 

The distinction can be observed on a vertical section in everyday geospatial processing. It is 

possible that two systems function with Plug&Play (client and server communicate via HTTP) 

but fail to communicate on a higher level of complexity. One prominent example are different 

coordinate axis orders in different coordinate systems (known as the Coordinate Axis Order 

Confusion
6
, where latitude and longitude are swapped). This can become an issue, even 

between query and result set of the same software because the standard was not clearly 

defined. But it can be overcome with a fairly mild "hack". This clearly opposes the Plug&Play 

idea but may be required to orchestrate systems operating under separate governance, an issue 

clearly pertinent to the geospatial domain in Europe. In INSPIRE, this is reflected in the 

definition of the term "interoperability" as "the possibility for spatial data sets to be combined, 

and for services to interact, without repetitive manual intervention […]." 

                                                
6 http://wiki.osgeo.org/wiki/Axis_Order_Confusion 
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Architecture 

Information technology provides several definitions for the term architecture. ESDIN started 

to work from the approach taken by the Open Group
7
 as detailed in the Open Group 

Architecture Framework (TOGAF). It identifies several steps in defining the components of 

the overall architecture starting from the vision and business architecture, working through the 

information models towards  a technology solution.  

 

Figure 3 - The architecture development method accord to the Open Group 

This illustration (figure 3) from The Open Group illustrates the components and processes 

involved in developing an architecture. The EuroGeographics architecture is inspired by an 

architectural vision developed during the drafting phase of the project application. This vision 

encompasses business requirements which were developed in detail in WP 3 and WP 4. New 

needs imposed by INSPIRE and the evolution of SDI technology technology are addressed by 

migration strategies for the national NMCAs. The current proposal for a EuroGeographics 

architecture is based on the experience gained during the implementation phases of ESDIN 

following the above approach based on experience and lessons learned during the project. 

The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) is a framework for a detailed method 

with a set of supporting tools to develop enterprise architectures.  

                                                
7 http://www.opengroup.org/ 
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Figure 4 - Integration of Architecture Artifacts according to TOGAF 

The main body of this document will describe ESDIN from the perspective of each 

Architecture Domain (see Figure 4) and apply the results to the proposed EuroGeographics 

architecture.  

RM-ODP 

ESDIN uses the term architecture in the context of the Reference Model of Open Distributed 

Processing (RM-ODP). This multi-part standard has been adopted by ISO in the standard ISO 

10746.  It has become a popular way of structuring descriptions of systems. Within the 

geospatial sector it is used by ISO/TC 211, the Open Geospatial Consortium, and different 

EU-funded projects. The standard itself has much finer granularity and formal descriptions 

than will be used here. Still, it is a convenient way of structuring the architectural components 

of this loosely coupled architecture. It is a comprehensive  way of describing architectures and 

has a history of being applied to the geospatial realm. RM-ODP allows to describe complex 

systems from several view points. 

• The Enterprise Viewpoint focuses on the purpose, scope and policies for the system. It 

describes the business requirements and how to meet them. 

• The Information Viewpoint focuses on the semantics of the information and the 

information processing performed. It describes the information managed by the system 

and the structure and content type of the supporting data. 

• The Computational Viewpoint functionally decomposes the system into objects which 

interact at interfaces. The ESDIN architecture is based on the INSPIRE conceptual 

architecture model which is service oriented. Therefore this viewpoint has been 

renamed into Service Viewpoint. It describes the individual components of the 

decomposed distributed system from a service perspective.  

• The Engineering Viewpoint focuses on the mechanisms required to support 

interactions between distributed objects in the system. It describes the distribution of 

processing performed in the system to manage the information. 

• The Technology Viewpoint focuses on the choice of technology for the architecture. It 

lists the technologies that have been used to provide the processing, functionality and 

presentation of information. 
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Enterprise viewpoint 

Introduction 

“the enterprise viewpoint is concerned with the purpose, scope and policies governing the 

activities of the specified system within the organization of which it is a part”  

(ISO 10746-1) 

From a system perspective, the Enterprise Viewpoint focuses on the purpose, scope and 

policies of the system. It describes the business requirements and how to meet them. The 

system in the context of ESDIN is a range of components and activities that together 

constitute the response from the NMCAs and EuroGeographics to future challenges, 

especially building NSDIs and a European SDI in compliance with INSPIRE. 

As described in the DoW, the European Commission’s ambition to build a European Spatial 

Data Infrastructure (ESDI) base on the National Spatial Data Infrastructures in Member 

States, for which INSPIRE is the legal instrument, is currently in development. ESDIN 

supports this approach by helping Member States, candidate countries and EFTA States 

prepare their data for INSPIRE Annex I themes and setting up View and Download services.  

Vision and Goal 

The vision behind the EuroGeographics architecture is to be able to access spatial data from 

national NMCAs by imposing as little additional overhead as possible. The goal is to make it 

possible to access this geographic data in real-time, create Pan-European geographic resources 

in an automated process and to reduce the internal costs while increasing the effectiveness of 

the NMCAs.  

Business Requirements 

The EuroGeographics architecture scenario is designed to serve two main groups of players, 

the data producer and the data consumer. The data producers include European Member 

States, candidate countries and EFTA States. The data consumer profiles are a lot more 

heterogeneous and range from large scale industry, through public administrations to citizens. 

There is an increasing demand for geographical information beyond the traditional 

“professional” market, in the consumer sector. Based on the interviews stakeholders can be 

group into the following categories: 

• Data Provider 

• Technology Provider 

• Data Integrator/Value Added Reseller 

• Pan-European Association 

• Standardisation and Harmonisation Initiative 

• Global Association 

• Key Use 

• Academic Sector User 

• Citizen (not explicitly handled) 

• Related Projects 

This fine grained categorization is not capable of illustrating roles and players with 

overlapping interests. From some perspectives the data producers also consume data, for 

example during edge matching and quality assurance processes. These tasks could also be 

performed by an intermediary third player. Currently the only contender is a Pan-European 

inter state organization like EuroGeographics.  
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Business Models 

The current business models for the NMCAs and for EuroGeographics are still mainly based 

upon a product oriented paradigm with distributors, resellers and VARs. Increasing services 

orientation is a general IT trend and supported by INSPIRE legislation. Value chains and roles 

are quickly changing as these trends develop further.  

The stereotype of a strong Value Added Reseller with clear business interests of directly 

reselling geographic data has not yet emerged on the market. One caveat that became apparent 

during the market analysis is that the interest of the consumer market is not focused on 

creating business models around geographic data per se. Instead there is a strong interest to 

use existing, homogenized, quality controlled up-to-date data to enhance the value of their 

core products by adding location information. In many cases a reference (hyperlink) to the 

corresponding geographical information suffices.  

The European Digital Agenda foresees a growing market for information which needs public 

sector information as source data. It will be a political decision whether the public authorities  

should participate in this market as commercial players but current development seems to tend 

towards open access for public good.  

The differentiation between producer and consumer is blurring. This is especially visible in 

crowd source project like OpenStreetMap. To describe this evolution Michael Goodchild 

coined the term "prosumer". This concept has not yet developed a noticeable influence on the 

internal processes of the NMCAs but it increasingly influences the geospatial environment as 

a whole. Interestingly some architectural paradigms associated with crowd sourcing are also 

part of the EuroGeographics architecture, especially bidirectional information flow between 

heterogeneous independent players. 

Changes in Rights Management Approach 

Over the past two years there have been fundamental changes in Geo Rights Management 

both on policy and technical levels. These have also affected the tasks in the ESDIN project as 

described in WPs 4 and 11. The DoW #9 in WP 4 "Modify proposed pricing, licensing and 

geo rights management policy in light of feedback." reflects this. The following section details 

the results.  

The current status of the relevant working groups in the standardization body OGC have made 

the implementation of a GeoRM service in WP 11 obsolete. The INSPIRE schedule for 

implementing a generalized Rights Management layer has been postponed indefinitely due to 

several reasons. 

1. The technology envisioned to implement this layer (SOAP / GeoREL) has not taken a 

foothold in the geospatial realm.  

2. The licensing policy of many NMCAs (not only those participating in the project) has 

changed considerably. In light of the European Digital Agenda Strategy the need for 

technologically implemented digital rights management is weakening.  

3. There are as yet no consolidated licensing policies. Change is so quick that a 

sustainable implementation at the current point in time is impossible.  

Some of the resources were instead focused on implementing a licensing wizard prototype, 

the ESDIN Geo Product Finder.  

The OGC GeoRM standards work group has been dissolved in September 2010 without 

releasing a standard. Currently there are no plans in the OGC GeoRM Domain Work Group to 

form a new Standards Work Group. One fundamental reason is that geographic data is not 

comparable to common products as is the case in the entertainment industry. Access to a 

single file, e.g. a piece of music or a DVD can be restricted using DRM technology. One of 
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the most important aspects of spatial data is that it is linked and has dependencies and 

relationships with neighbouring and intersecting and overlayed data. Restricting access to any 

of the related objects changes the whole context. There are many examples which can 

demonstrate this, e.g. a cadastral parcel that is intended for use as a Kindergarten but has 

adjacent cadastral parcels reserved for heavy industry. All relevant information can only be 

obtained by expanding the buffer around the geographic area in question. The heterogeneous 

semantics of geographic data conflict with a homogeneous approach to restriction.  

Legal framework 

The legal framework is of paramount importance, especially since many of the actors in an 

NSDI and the ESDI are government organisations whose activities are governed by specific 

legislation. There is a need for ESDIN and its post-project organisation to fully understand the 

effects of INSPIRE but also to ensure compliance with the PSI Directive, EU competition 

laws, the Berne Convention, the WIPO Copyright Treaty, the TRIPS agreement and the 

national regulations based on the listed international instruments.   

All Member States have their own legislation governing the activities of their authorities. The 

INSPIRE Implementing Rules will, once adopted by the EU, automatically become part of the 

national legislation. However, there is still substantial room for national governments to deal 

with, for instance, pricing and terms and conditions for data provision as they see fit. 

Compliance with INSPIRE 

One core aspect of the EuroGeographics architecture is compliance to the European INSPIRE 

regulation. All Member States, candidate countries and EFTA States have to prepare their data 

for INSPIRE. The EuroGeographics architecture is designed to accommodate, consume and 

monitor INSPIRE services. The resulting Pan-European products are also provided as 

INSPIRE compliant services.  

Extended INSPIRE data Schema  

To account for the diversity of data product within the NMCAs, ESDIN has extended the 

INSPIRE data schemata in a compliant way by adding namespaces. EuroGeographics' Pan-

European products are also accessible through a wider selection of interfaces and offer a 

broader diversity of formats to address expected market needs. This includes the delivery of 

map products through tiling services as an addition to the provision of standard View Services 

(ISO 19128 / OGC WMS). A practical side effect of this service provision ist that is is far 

more economical to scale it to address market needs as they arise.  
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Information viewpoint 

Introduction 

“the information viewpoint is concerned with the kinds of information handled by the 

system and constraints on the use and interpretation of that information” (ISO 10746-1) 

The wider availability and access to information content is the main objective of the 

eContentplus programme. In this respect there is a common goal of this programme and 

INSPIRE. The information viewpoint is therefore a major focus of ESDIN. From the delivery 

perspective of the EuroGeographics architecture the transformation of local NMCA data into 

a homogeneous Pan-European data product should be opaque. Part of the underlying 

infrastructure requires to account for transformation, it lies in the responsibility of the 

delivering NMCAs. ESDIN decided to recommend further exploration of the Resource 

Oriented Architecture approach for exposing geographic data.  

Data Design 

The ExM Data Specification is a set of profiles of the INSPIRE Data Specifications for large, 

medium and small scales and comprise the parts of the INSPIRE Data Specifications that are 

in the remit of the NMCAs and for which a European coverage can be achieved in the near 

future. Thus, the ExM Data Specification is a subset of the relevant INSPIRE Data 

Specifications, i.e. does not contain some of the feature types, some of the optional attributes 

or relationships, some of the listed values, etc. At the same time, some attributes or 

relationships of features that are optional in the INSPIRE Data Specifications may be made 

mandatory in ExM if they can be provided by the NMCAs at the European level. 

The relevant INSPIRE themes (all from Annex I of the Directive) are: 

• Coordinate Reference Systems 

• Administrative boundaries 

• Cadastral parcels 

• Hydrography 

• Transport networks 

• Geographical Names 

Furthermore the INSPIRE Data Specifications do not cover all information currently provided 

in the current EuroGeographics data products EGM, ERM and EBM. Since these products are 

used by European Commission bodies and other organisations, it is not appropriate to simply 

drop the information just because it is not part of this version of INSPIRE. Rather, these 

additional information items are specified in ExM as extensions. These extensions will be 

specified in conformance with the Generic Conceptual Model of INSPIRE by implementing 

specific namespaces. Since the extensions will be available with a European coverage and 

there is known demand for them, these extensions can be considered as candidates for future 

inclusion into the INSPIRE Data Specifications.  
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ExM Modelling Guidelines 

The ExM Data Specification follows modelling guidelines developed in ESDIN
8
, they are part 

of the recommended ESDIN architecture. The methodology has been developed based upon a 

huge modelling activity within INSPIRE, in general by the development of the data 

specifications and lately through the thematic working groups. 

The modelling guidelines contain elements of technology viewpoint and also engineering 

viewpoint as it is based upon specific methods (e.g. UML-modelling) and tools (e.g. Sparx 

Systems Enterprise Architect). 

A description of a step by step approach to define an ExM feature type based on an INSPIRE 

feature type: 

• Start with base model or model including INSPIRE model 

• Create separate package for ESDIN ExM models (if missing) 

• Add subpackages for ExM (if missing) ◦ LargeScale ▪ packages for each theme ◦ SmallMediumScale  

• Import relevant INSPIRE theme by adding dependency from ExM package to inspire 

package  ◦ Add new diagram ◦ Drag packages into diagram ◦ Create dependency  

• Create class diagrams for ExM application schemata 

• Drag  INSPIRE feature types from INSPIRE application schemata into new diagram  

• Create new feature types required for ExM specification  

• Make the new feature types subtypes of the corresponding INSPIRE feature types.  

• Views (additional diagrams) are a convenient mechanism to highlight and show parts 

of the models (e.g. ExM feature types with inherited properties only) 

• Use OCL constraints to constrain properties for the ExM feature types that are 

inherited from the INSPIRE feature types 

• Add additional attributes required for ExM specification to the ExM feature types 

• "Model" the ExM application schema based on the identified requirements. 

A list of some additional guidelines and rules. The list is not exhaustive.  

• Definitions from INSPIRE feature types and properties cannot be changed, but if 

additional information is required or appropriate it may be added to the existing 

definition (e.g. as a note) in the ExM application schema. 

                                                
8
 document: ESDIN_WP7_ExM_modelling_guidelines_V1.2.doc 
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• Redefinitions of properties should be avoided. Use OCL constraints instead to achieve 

the same result. ◦ If used, redefinitions cannot break compliance with the INSPIRE model.  

• Voidable properties from INSPIRE cannot be made non-voidable in the ExM 

specifications. 

Medium and small scale information 

The creation of a European data specification (ExM) at small and medium scale topographic 

and administrative reference information within ESDIN shall be derived from the existing 

datasets EuroRegionalMap (ERM), EuroGlobalMap (EGM) and EuroBoundaryMap (EBM).  

The specifications shall be compliant with the INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model and 

Implementing Rules on Annex I themes and should fulfil user requirements in the future. 

One interesting aspect of geographic data is the inherent lack of a scale level. This obvious 

fact is easily overlooked when thinking in maps which always do have a set scale but it has 

eminent influence on the definition of all EuroGeographics data products. One conceptual 

change that was developed during EDIN is to look at geographic data from a scale 

independent perspective. For maps it still makes sense to keep a rough correlation of 

cartography with scale limits. It will make sense to address a scale range between 1:50k and 

1:250k with the same cartographic layout. But this does not apply to geographic data. An 

example can highlight this: 

A pipeline construction company needs to access cadastral parcels in an area 100.000m long 

but only 250m wide. It will request for the cadastral parcels in highest (full) resolution while a 

background map resolution of 1:50k is fully sufficient for the initial planning phase.  

The service oriented architecture technically allows to access every object in several different 

representations: As integral part of a map image at different scales, as GML feature and 

potentially also as generalized GML feature (for example a major highway from the ERM or 

EGM scale level). In order to reduce the scale dependence the Levels of Detail (LoD) concept 

as known in the 3D domain was discussed and will also be part of the next revision of the 

EuroGeographics map and data products.  

Large scale information 

The NMCA’s original large scale data is maintained with a high positional accuracy and 

semantic complexity. Each NMCA’s large scale schemata were individually mapped to the 

harmonised INSPIRE data specification schemata. This mapping is required to implement the 

transformation. 

Different mapping methods have been investigated, focusing on the following: 

1. UML model to model mapping 

2. Humboldt Alignment editor from the Humboldt project. 

3. Matching tables 

UML model to model mapping requires that the NMCA’s internal data are modelled in UML, 

which is mostly not the case. This could be done by the members of the ESDIN consortium, 

but since a Pan-European approach is a keyword and we need mapping from other NMCA’s 

we cannot require such an effort.  
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The Humboldt Alignment Editor (HALE
9
) from the Humboldt project

10
 is a tool to assist in 

mapping between schemata. It may be particularly suited to assist in the Schema 

transformation (ESDIN WP 10), but was also expected to be suitable for the generic mapping 

from NMCA’s to the INSPIRE data specification. However, HALE functionality was not yet 

capable of handling the complexity encountered in the NMCAs' data.  

Therefore matching tables were chosen to describe feature types and attributes, including 

more complex model elements like association roles and generalisation and specialisation 

which made the resulting tables complex.  

Quality aspects 

The purpose of the ESDIN quality model is to establish a standard approach for evaluating 

and reporting spatial data quality of reference information in large and small scales. The 

model helps spatial data producers to harmonize their data quality evaluation and reporting of 

INSPIRE Annex I themes. On the other hand, the model gives concrete means to data users to 

assess the interoperability of several data producers’ data. The main idea in the development 

of the quality model has been to provide a distinct model that is easily understandable and 

usable by both spatial data producers and users. 

The quality model should include four basic interdependent parts: 

A. The first part concerns the drafting of the product’s technical specifications or the 

incorporation of existing technical specifications 

• The product specifications should include the following:  

• The data model (Conceptual model),  

• The logical model of the database,  

• Rules for filtering spatial information; these rules involve the choice of the real 

world natural objects to be acquired, so that they are incorporated in the spatial 

data,  

• Rules for the acquisition of spatial information. They involve the methods and 

processes that are used during the collection of spatial information and that 

also incorporate restrictions placed by the mechanical equipment, which is 

used in the collection of elements.  

B. The second part refers to the identification of the objectives and requirements of quality at 

feature type level as these result from the requirements of the product’s specifications   

The usual practice follows two distinct steps.  

i. Analysis and identification of quality requirements accompanied by the relevant 

documentation. This is usually achieved with the use of questionnaires or even 

interviews given by data users. 

In order to formulate the quality model using the ISO 19100 series, the selection of 

quality parameters requires the (prior) identification of:  

• the data quality elements and sub-elements that can be used for the evaluation 

of the quality of data according to ISO 19113,   

• the quality measures that will be applied according to ISO 19138,   

                                                
9
 http://community.esdi-humboldt.eu/projects/show/hale 

10 http://www.esdi-humboldt.eu/ 
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• the acceptance criteria and conformity levels of quality. These conformity 

levels may be set as declared quality levels (DQLs) which then are reported in 

metadata. 

ii. When the data quality elements and sub-elements are identified, they are analysed and 

compared with already acquired knowledge in order to evaluate if they are applicable.   

C. The third part addresses the processes for the production of spatial data. The production 

processes include:  

• The drafting and use of an inspection manual (quality control handbook) that describes 

the quality model to be applied, the processes delineating the model’s application as 

well as the forms and/or lists for controlling the recording of quality measures and 

their results  (Quality control records  -  QCR)  

• The quality control procedures during the production. 

• In order for a quality model to be designed correctly, certain basic conditions must be 

adopted and observed so that the model can be used. Such conditions are:  

• For an objective and explicit quality description, each quality requirement should be 

described with clarity by a quality element and sub element.  

• Quality should be described by a constant number of quality sub elements that will 

depend on the type of data (geometric, thematic, and temporal). This practically means 

that the designed quality model should be applied uniformly/similarly to the totality of 

data, its categories, its subsets, the feature types, the feature classes as well as its 

attributes and characteristics (such as connections).  

• The existing models and in general, concepts that have already been formulated and 

adopted should be taken into consideration.  

• The quality model should be applied similarly by all possible institutions.  

• The information included in the data refers to the collection time.  

D. The fourth part addresses the evaluation of the spatial data 

• The evaluation procedures according to ISO 19114. Quality evaluation is performed 

using evaluation methods, in order to determine the quality results using quality 

measurements either with or without comparison to reference data/or reality. This 

concern the quality measures as they were selected in part B. If reference data is used 

it should be at least three times more accurate than the data evaluated.   

• The production and metadata recording process (ISO 19115 or quality report). 

Metadata should be incorporated in the production processes and the software used 

and should include information about the conformity or non-conformity of data with 

the product specifications.   

The evaluation procedure includes: 

• Setting the testing schemes based on ISO standards or some other specifications 

• Performing the testing using sampling of full inspection. Here it should be considered 

using an independent party to perform the tests. 

• Monitoring the AQLs and making corrections to the production processes if needed 

• Reporting the conformance and/or quality results using the quality measures.  
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Note: If quality requirements are set, these may be reported as declared quality levels 

(DQLs). The evaluation process confirms that producer meets these levels. Then the actual 

results may be kept by the producer and not reported as part of the metadata. 

Life Cycle Management  

Data maintenance and life cycle management are one of the core requirements for the 

sustainable production of Pan-European maps and geographic data. The different licensing 

policies, heterogeneous maintenance cycles and in general different culture of the involved 

data producers requires the EuroGeographics architecture to be based on a loosely coupled 

distributed pattern. User requirements show that there is a strong need for a well maintained, 

homogeneous, consistent quality product. Achieving both goals in a realistic frame needs to 

balance both aspects.  

Edge Matching 

One aspect of life cycle management has concentrated on the maintenance of edge-matched 

features at cross-border areas. Edge matching has a key role to play in achieving 

harmonisation and data interoperability, both at the national and sub-national level. 

The process is based on the availability of at least two dataset for each border, one from each 

bordering state. In some cases (boundaries) a third consolidated dataset is needed as reference. 

The processing aspect is detailed in D 9.1 General Specifications & Guidelines for the 

maintenance of edge-matched features at cross-border areas (WP 10).  

The edge matching processes is based on transformed data as it relies on consolidated, 

homogeneous attributes and an interoperable format. The process itself can either be 

performed by individual NMCAs or an organization at the Pan-European level (for example 

EuroGeographics). In both cases it is necessary to create reports of the changes required to 

edge-match features including an error list of objects that could not be processed 

automatically.  

These reports must be made available to the originating data producers, ideally in an 

automated process. The reports include a textual description and a GML file with all changed 

objects. This file can be used as an overlay by the originating data producer to process their 

own data which ideally will again result in an a report that goes back to the processing level 

or, better directly to the bordering data producer.  

This process will have to go back and forth until all issues are resolved. Ideally issues can be 

resolved in the originating data producers core data so as to prevent the issues from coming up 

in the next iteration. There is no legal or technical framework that could force any data 

producer to adhere to changes documented in the reports. This will require content 

negotiation.  

Unique IDs 

Full life cycle management requires the maintenance of Unique IDs for all geographic objects. 

The management of Unique IDs is not described in very much detail in INSPIRE. The related 

passages infer that UID management should be organized by the appropriate domain 

community and only be reused in the INSPIRE context. This imprecision is deliberate as it is 

impossible from an organizational point of view to declare these responsibilities across all 

themes and domains.  

Consequentially there is a lack of a Pan-European organization responsible of maintaining a 

registry of Unique IDs for the themes used in ESDIN.  
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Technically this can be implemented as a simple mapping table listing the IDs and life times 

of geographic features as delivered by the data providers.  

Applicability of the Resource Oriented Approach in an SDI 

At the end of the last millennium Spatial Data Infrastructure concepts emerged based on the 

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) pattern. The most important aspect of this evolution was 

the transition from the Desktop as single processing unit for geospatial data into a distributed 

architecture. At the same time the World Wide Web started to become the main hub of 

human-accessible information on the Internet. Probably due to the immense diversity and 

ubiquity of the Web it was not recognized as a major design pattern, it was just there.  

More recently the Web is explained in terms of Representational State Transfer (REST). It 

does not really describe a new way of doing things but the best practice around applying 

HTTP in a large, loosely coupled infrastructure. The associated architectural pattern is known 

as the Resource Oriented Architecture (ROA). Both best practices relate nicely to 

informational requirements of Spatial Data Infrastructure services.  

The ROA clearly focuses on the informational viewpoint of the networking architecture with a 

focus on data (resource) instead of operations (software). In the ROA paradigm data and 

documents are perceived as resources which can be accessed through different 

representations. In this perspective geographic data is the resource. It can have map 

representations, images that can be accessed through the OGC WMS interface. Another 

representation of the same resource is as a geographic object (for example as a GML file). It 

can be accessed through the WFS interface. The metadata of the services (Capabilities 

document) are just another representation of this "geographic data resource".  

Another core aspect of the ROA is linking. Current View and Download service interfaces are 

a vital aspect of exposing geospatial data on the Web, but out of themselves they lack the glue 

to orchestrate them into a full fledged Spatial Data Infrastructure. In the ROA everything is 

linked, on the Web  through hyperlinks. All the representations of a map resource can also be 

linked to other data which makes Unique ID and life-cycle management important concepts 

for the European Location Framework.  

The flexibility of the HTTP application layer addressing system with the Internet as the 

underlying network structure has allowed most content in the Web to develop in an 

unstructured fashion. The inherent organisation is implemented by two complementing 

structures. One highly organized structure is the Domain Naming System (DNS), the 

hierarchical addressing system of the Internet.  The other more chaotic structure (the Web) is 

represented through a hyperlink network of connected informational nodes, which are 

addressable representations of resources. The ROA is the foundation for Semantic Web and 

Linked Data (which have also been explored peripherally in WP 5).  

The ESDIN project recommends to further explore the Resource Oriented Architecture 

paradigm when implementing the EuroGeographics architecture.  

Linked Data 

Linked Data is a term used to describe a recommended best practice for exposing, sharing, 

and connecting pieces of data, information, and knowledge on the Web. In the Semantic Web 

LinkedData is inherently linked to using URIs in RDF to represent data. It is still an item of 

discussion whether fully encoding geographical data in RDF is the way to go forward. A first 

step could be the encoding of service metadata for geospatial resources in RDF. The inherent 

spatial neighbourhood relations of geographic data may be another source for Linked Data. 

Whether all geospatial data needs to be encoded in RDF or can stay in more appropriate 

formats (e.g. GML available through WFS) and only be referenced by RDF is still a topic of 
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debate. A well maintained Pan-European geographic data set could become the foundation of 

a comprehensive semantic geospatial extension to the Web.  

The concepts around LinkedData were not part of the DoW and came to broader attention 

after the project was well under way. Therefore it did not become part of the implementation 

done in WP 11. Nonetheless it was recognized as an important part of a future architecture 

and discussed in WP 5.  

WP 5 discussed the option to use Linked Data concepts in ESDIN because it appears to 

provide some highly relevant aspects for an emerging European Location Framework (ELF). 

ELF could become the authoritative source for location information by providing a stable, 

uniquely identified, quality maintained geographic data set. EuroGeographics already is in the 

unique position to centrally manage NMCA data for selected INSPIRE themes plus 

extensions. It would be the natural contender for providing RDF technology in their 

architecture as the semantic link (point of contact, but literally also a URI) to the Web.  

Current technology and architecture patterns in the semantic are still under heavy 

development. Especially geographic data poses a variety of issues, one being the sheer amount 

of data, the other interestingly the high natural neighbouring and overlay connectedness of 

geographic objects. Another option is to reference well-known points of contact in RDF, 

especially the INSPIRE Download services, or rather the OCG WFS standard.  

In the long run ELF will become the natural reference for any data that has location 

information. The core requirement will then be consistent management of URI, potentially 

also to manage Unique IDs. There are several options how data could be linked. The most 

straight forward method is a hard link to the Unique ID of the corresponding geographic 

object.  

The INSPIRE data specification currently does not foresee the generation of complex objects 

which could identify a real-world object like the river Danube which consist of thousands of 

features. Instead, all features are independently addressed. RDF could be a technology to 

connect these objects by creating relations between features creating representations of real-

world objects. In this scenario the geographic data does not have to be encoded within RDF 

but it suffices to be linked. Services (Download Service / OGC WFS) can be accessed through 

their standard interfaces to maintain this Linked Data ELF infrastructure.  

Metadata 

Several levels of metadata have been explored and used in ESDIN. They can be loosely 

devided into three categories:  

1. INSPIRE Metadata for data sets and services in ISO XML syntax, OGC service 

Capabilities documents 

2. Other specific machine readable metadata used by software components 

3. Human readable metadata 

The first category is sufficiently well known and has been documented extensively in WP 8 

(D 8.3 ). The conceptual schema for metadata resources defined through ISO 19115, ISO 

19115-2, ISO 19119. ISO/TS 19139 defines a set of encoding rules which can generally be 

applied to any spatial conceptual standards. It proposes an XML Schema Implementation of 

ISO 19115 and parts of the conceptual foundation standards involved when implementing ISO 

19115. ESDIN decided to not set up a metadata catalogue service to manage these as this is 

out of scope and operational catalogues are already operated by Consortium partners and 

Member States.  

The second type of metadata is machine readable. It is read by software, typically in non-

standard configuration files in very different formats, types and tastes. The ISO 19115 
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standard in XML is a natural contender but appears to be both too flexible and complex to be 

used generically by software. Basically all that is needed to orchestrate an infrastructure is the 

base URL (or OGC Online Resource) an links that point to further information. The relatively 

stable outline of NMCA services does not require a highly dynamic management of these 

services. On the other hand - if a service changes, all software that links to them will simply 

stop to work. Therefore it is recommended to operate a monitoring service which keeps track 

of all view and download services and reports issues to the responsible person. It should be 

possible to extract the relevant contact information (operator) from type 1 metadata, for 

example OGC Capabilities documents.  

The third type of metadata is intended for human readers and describes the data products in 

more detail. "Data products" is meant in a broad understanding, it includes information by the 

NMCAs about their data products, but also reports from edge matching and quality assurance 

processing communicated between bordering NMCA or third party processing organisations. 

One core property that is applicable to all these metadata types is that they reference each 

other through hyperlinks. As the EuroGeographics architecture is implemented on the HTTP 

application layer of the Internet this is obvious. Maybe so obvious that it is sometimes not 

implemented. The foremost important rule in this architecture is to maintain stable URI or, if 

that is impossible, to keep track of the changes. On the geospatial level this directly relates to 

Unique ID management.  
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Service Viewpoint 

Introduction 

“the computational viewpoint is concerned with the functional decomposition of the system 

into a set of objects that interact at interfaces – enabling system distribution”  

(ISO 10746-1) 

ESDIN WP 5 has chosen to call this viewpoint the Service Viewpoint since that captures 

better the essence of this viewpoint in today’s SDIs. The ISO 10746-1 informal description is 

also very close to using services since it talks about objects that interact at interfaces. Services 

and their data can be orchestrated on the networking level following a Resource Oriented 

Architecture pattern. This will allow to create specific representations of the Pan-European 

data for specific tasks which involves a lot of distributed communication. One example where 

this is applicable is the edge matching process. It uses typical services (here OGC WFS) as 

data sources and creates protocols and GML data files. These are are fed back to the data 

providers as they are essential for the edge match process to be sustainable. The structure of 

these reports are heterogeneous and include a textual report which explains the content of the 

data and potentially different GML files. These complex information objects will be provided 

as downloads and not through well known service interfaces. As such they are not Services 

but the more general type Resource.  

Service architecture 

The EuroGeographics architecture has been designed to be flexible to account for the 

heterogeneity and differing work flows of the participating NMCAs. To start with, the ESDIN 

service architecture follows the general INSPIRE service architecture and takes the high level 

eGovernment approaches into account as described in the Enterprise Viewpoint. All services 

are accessible through the HTTP application layer of the Internet network.  

Challenges are how to deal with cross-border issues and service integration at the pan-

European level. ESDIN has helped NMCAs to set up INSPIRE Download services in several 

bordering reagions. The recommended service interface is the OGC WFS Download Service 

with the ExM data schema extension. Support for additional service interfaces (formats or 

representations) may be recommended in the future to increase the reach of the offerings. 

Services can be access protected by the NMCA individually to suite the needs of the data 

provider or by tying it into the federated authentication infrastructure using Shibboleth 

(SAML). The intermediary level (Pan European Data Cache) can consume all different types 

of access protection either through Shibboleth/SAML or by individual HTTP authentication.  
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Figure 6 - EuroGeographics Service Infrastructure 

The illustration of the EuroGeographics Service Infrastructure (figure 6) shows three potential 

options of how NMCA can tie their national level SDI service interfaces into the pan-

European level. Information content always resides at the national level (Production Data, at 

the bottom). NMCA-1 has completely integrated the service infrastructure for publication 

with the production data. NMCA-2 implements services on the production data but requires 

an additional transformation iteration to create ExM and INSPIRE data schemata for 

publication. NMCA-3 has not integrated the service paradigm with their production process 

yet. Transformation of the data and representation through service interfaces is still largely a 

manual process.  

There are many other combinations of how to process production data to end up in as 

publication data in a conforming service interface.  

Users from the pan-European level (figure 6: application and geoportals, at the top) can be 

redirected to the underlying services at the national level as appropriate as shown by the 

arrows in (1). This allows real time access to current data, provided that the NMCAs allow 

access to a life publication version of their production data via OGC WFS Download services 

(as illustrated for NMCA-1). The Pan-European Data Cache (2) integrates all data from 

European NMCAs into one central cache. This data is a mirror of the publication data of all 

NMCAs, already including required processing steps like edge matching and generalization 

(not explicitly shown in this diagram).  
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Transformation 

Transformations play a key role in the EuroGeographics architecture. In general 

transformation is performed inside the respective NMCAs. The NMCAs provide Download 

services conforming to the ExM schema through their regular SDI tiers. To minimise the 

infrastructure required to provide ExM transformation might be performed on-the-fly. This 

ensures compliance to new requirements without the need to duplicate data capture and/or 

data storage. However, for various operational reasons it may be appropriate to do not 

transform on-the-fly. This is perfectly fine as long as the consistency between the production 

data and the transformed publication data set is maintained and mechanisms are in place to 

ensure the consistency. 

During the course of the ESDIN project implementation phase several types of transformation 

were required, these include: 

• model transformation – schema transformation 

• coordinate transformation 

• edge-matching 

• generalisation  

• language translation 

• encoding (transforming data from a data storage to GML) 

Depending on the data model, schema, format and processing environment of the original core 

data the required data model transformation can become too complex to prove practical as an 

on-the-fly process. Especially for large scale data the sheer size of the data sets can also be too 

large to allow on-the-fly transformations. In those cases the transformation is performed 

individually by each NMCA in some cases this may include manual interaction.  

In many cases the data model and coordinate transformation will be carried out as a 

completely off-line pre-servicing step, typically performed while transferring a data set from 

the original data store to a service database. This approach (see number 2 in figure 7) is most 

appropriate in cases when the difference between the native schema and the output schema is 

so significant that the transformation requires long processing time or even manual 

interventions.  
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Figure 7 – Alternative options to perform transformation offline (as bold arrows) or in a 

distributed service architecture.  

This approach has several potential drawbacks. Changes in the original data environment 

(figure 7: lower left box, production) do not necessarily propagate automatically into the 

service architecture (unless measures are taken to ensure consistency). This prolongs the time-

to-market of detected changes to an arbitrary point on time that has been defined for 

publication.  

At a later stage the transformation step 4 may be an interesting option for the Pan-European 

data provider (intermediary or broker) to offer a wider range of alternative formats (for 

example OGC KML
11

, legacy Shape file data or other typical formats used by the industry).  

Edge-Matching 

Especially for edge-matching and generalization which require a high level of cross border 

interaction, near real-time access to the life data set is preferable. Therefore ESDIN 

recommends to set up Web services which tie directly into the core life data of the NMCA. In 

these cases the service and production databases serve the same data. They may be physically 

separate instances, located in different environments and even run of different software but 

the content of the data must at all times be identical to achieve highest quality and time-to-

market.  

Highly iterative processes like edge matching also include active participation of several 

bordering organizations and requires continuous bidirectional communication. Selected 

geometries which are not connected need to be reported to both bordering data providers, 

ideally with a proposal how to resolve the issue. Both parties then have to decide whether to 

go with the proposed changes or offer an alternative solution. Whichever the result, it has to 

be communicated back to the intermediary and the bordering data provider. In all of these 

                                                
11 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/kml 
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case Web based services are the recommended choice.  

During the ESDIN WP 11 implementation phase edge-matching made extensive use of 

Download Services as the data source for processing. There is potential to provide edge 

matching in a "Software as a Service" concept, but this will require further analysis.  

Generalisation 

The generalization process has not been designed as a Web based service, mostly due to the 

sheer amount of data involved and the complexity of the process required to achieve highest 

quality data. Some NMCA have built separate, independent data sets instead of basing all 

scale levels on the same core data. In those cases the small scale data set is not a result of the 

generalization of the large scale data but exists separate and independently. From a data 

quality and consistency point of view it would be desirable to base all products on the same 

core data and the perform a multi-nationally consolidated generalization step after performing 

edge matching and quality assurance. The reality of a different starting point of each NMCA 

in Europe and their bordering countries currently makes this impossible to achieve. Creating a 

consistent Pan-European generalized data set will in the near and middle future still require a 

lot of manual work.  

Access to the distributed production data sets is implemented through service interfaces 

(Download / OGC WFS), as can be seen in Figure 8 at the NMCA data production level.  

Figure 8 – Additional interface and format options.  

The intermediary data cache allows to easily create additional interfaces for alternative format 

options. The only additional component is a translation process (3) at the Pan-European Data 

Cache level. Depending on the type of data this transformation can take place on-the-fly (for 

example to deliver geographic data as OGC KML) or in an offline data generation process 

when creating tiled map services. WP 11 set up a tile cache for the ERM map data, this format 

can be directly visualized using a JavaScript library in a browser. This intermediary option 

allows quickly adapting to market needs on a European level without requiring to change the 

underlying consistent data delivery system architecture of the NMCAs. This architecture can 

also be used to widen the scope of the current EuroGeographics data products and offer data 

at seamless scale levels and combining different scale levels into one custom product. The 
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Geodata Product Finder prototype demonstrates how the selection of data and corresponding 

licenses can be managed.  

Language Translation  

The most advanced data in the field of language translation is maintained in the 

EuroGeoNames (EGN) project. It providers for endonym and exonym databases to create a 

cloud of translations around real-world objects. It is not forseeable to implement such a broad 

approach to all of the geographical data of the NMCAs. Instead in many cases it will be 

possible to use EGN as a semantic binding agent to explore geographical data using different 

languages.  

Figure 9: The proposed extension to the EGN architecture. 

The current provision of EGN as WFS is basciall just an architectural stub. It has been 

extended in the architecture illustration above (Figure 9) to include a broader range of services 

and data formats. It introduces the EuroGeographics architecture concept of a consolidated 

cached data set. In this scenario the delivering data source providers are more heterogeneous 

than for the consolidated INSPIRE Annex 1 and ExM extension. Especially the integration of 

crowd sourced data which is used to close content gaps in the Pan-European coverage requires 

to be more flexible on the consuming end of the central data cache (in this diagram called 

repository).  

Data maintenance and updates can both be initiated as a pull- or push-type. The vendor-

neutral WFS-T interface allows data to be actively pushed into the central repository, this 

requires that the central repository allows write processes (WFS-T). The same interface can be 

used to pull data from the NMCA data sets, either periodically or after notification (pull-type) 

from the NMCA to the operator of the central repository. The best practice recommendation is 

to implement a WebHook
12

, this means that the central repository registers with the NMCAs 

publishing their own WFS-T interface. This also streamlines the maintenance of the service 

metadata as each party only has to make sure that it's own metadata is up to date. 

Alternatively the NMCA can operate simple syndication mechanisms which are harvested by 

                                                
12 http://wiki.webhooks.org 
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the central repository in regular intervals, in this case there is no active push notification 

required from the NMCA.  

This architecture removes a lot of service load form the individual NMCAs and therefore 

becomes a lot more scalable. The consolidated, performance optimized central data cache 

allows for very fast broadband access allowing the implementation of Ajax based auto 

completion algorithms.  

Code repository 

Although not an integral component of the production infrastructure, collaborative 

engineering requires central code repositories accessible at enterprise level. This also applies 

to the maintenance of the EuroGeographic architecture which is why this short section has 

been included.  

ESDIN has used several code repositories operated by consortium partners to maintain the 

code, documentation, transformation mapping, data schemata and so on pertinent to the goals 

of a European SDI Best Practices Network. All of these services are accessible through the 

Internet. The repositories must also be available after the project to allow reuse and further 

development. Potentially this requires to consolidate existing code, documentation, schemata 

and so on into one central repository controlled by EuroGeographics.  
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Engineering viewpoint 

Introduction 

“the engineering viewpoint, which is concerned with the infrastructure required to support 

system distribution” (ISO 10746-1) 

The architecture is based on the technical regulations, standards and specification that have 

been defined by the INSPIRE regulation. On a more technical level these are the ISO 

standards implemented by the OGC. These standards and specifications are technical, but do 

not depend upon any specific technology platform or product. In this sense, they are 

technology neutral – which is the essence of this viewpoint. 

Network Infrastructure 

As already noted earlier the unique network platform for EuroGeographics architecture is the 

Internet protocol (TCP/IP) with the Web (HTTP) as application layer. This technology is 

sufficiently well known so that there is no need to explicitly reference the standards in detail.  

Information engineering 

This is an area where a huge amount of activity has taken place over the recent years. The 

standardisation processes in ISO, and to some extent in OGC, together with programmes like 

INSPIRE have provided lot of experience in data specification, both for data and for metadata, 

including quality aspects. ESDIN project has profitted from and used these experiences. 

The list of reference documents include (not necessarily sorted according to priority or other 

criteria): 

• Commission Regulation (EC) No 1205/2008 of 3 December 2008 implementing 

Directive 2007/2/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards 

metadata 

• INSPIRE Glossary 

• INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model, Version 3.3 18.06.2010 

• INSPIRE Methodology for the development of data specifications 

• INSPIRE Feature Concept Dictionary 

• Guidelines for the encoding of spatial data, version 3.2 02.08.2010 

• INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model  April 2010 

• GML Application schemata April 2010 

• INSPIRE Code List Dictionaries April 2010 

• INSPIRE Data Specifications - Guidelines 03.05.2010 

• This is a set of guidelines, one for each theme in INSPIRE Annex I. 

• EN ISO 19101:2005, Geographic information — Reference model 

• ISO/TS 19103:2005, Geographic Information — Conceptual schema language 

• EN ISO 19107:2005, Geographic information — Spatial schema 

• EN ISO 19108:2005, Geographic information — Temporal schema 

• EN ISO 19109:2006, Geographic Information — Rules for application schemata 

• EN ISO 19110:2006, Geographic information — Methodology for feature cataloguing 

• EN ISO 19111:2007, Geographic Information — Spatial referencing by coordinates 

• ISO 19111-2:--3, Geographic Information — Spatial referencing by coordinates — 

Part 2: Extension for parametric value 

• EN ISO 19112:2005, Geographic information — Spatial referencing by geographic 

identifiers 

• EN ISO 19115:2005, Geographic information — Metadata 
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• EN ISO 19115:2005/AC:2008, Geographic information — Metadata ― Technical 

Corrigendum 1 

• EN ISO 19123:2007, Geographic information — Schema for coverage geometry and 

functions 

• OGC 06-103r3, Implementation Specification for Geographic Information - Simple 

feature access - Part 1: Common Architecture v1.2.0 

• NOTE This is an updated version of "EN ISO 19125-1:2006, Geographic information 

– Simple feature access – Part 1: Common architecture". A revision of the EN ISO 

standard is under development. 

• EN ISO 19126:--4, Geographic Information – Feature concept dictionary and registers 

• EN ISO 19131:2008, Geographic Information – Data Product Specification 

• EN ISO 19135:2007, Geographic information — Procedures for item registration 

• EN ISO 19136:2009, Geographic Information – Geography Markup Language 

• ISO/TS 19139:2007, Geographic Information – Metadata – XML Schema 

implementation 

• UML 2.1.2, Unified Modelling Language (UML) Superstructure and Infrastructure, 

Version 2.1.2 

• ISO 2859 series Sampling procedures for inspection by attributes 

• ISO 3951 series Sampling procedures for inspection by variables 

• ISO 15836: 2003, Information and documentation- The Dublin Core metadata element 

set 

UML Modelling 

The UML-modelling performed in ESDIN is detailed in document "ESDIN WP7 ExM 

modelling guidelines V1.2.doc". ExM packages contain all application schemata for the ExM 

large scale, medium scale and small scale specifications. For each theme in each application 

schema a separate package has been created. Small and medium scales are combined into a 

single package. Some theme packages have already been added for the large scale 

specifications as they are expected to follow the INSPIRE themes.  

The INSPIRE schemata were extend with the packages under discussion  by creating a UML 

dependency from the ExM package to the relevant INSPIRE application schema.  

ExM application schema packages contain feature types, data types and enumerated types 

defined for the relevant theme / specification. Feature types for the ExM specifications base 

on the feature types defined in INSPIRE by creating the ExM feature types as subtypes 

through a generalization relationship in the application schemata. The ExM feature types 

inherits the properties (attributes and roles) from the INSPIRE feature types. The ExM feature 

types can extend the INSPIRE feature types by adding properties.  

Alternative Data Formats 

Both INSPIRE Data Specifications and ExM data schemata are based on GML 3.2.1. The 

format GML itself can become fairly complex and not many software pacakges can consume 

or display GML 3.2.1 directly. Therefore it is useful to provide for alternative formats.  

The OGC standard KML is one potential option, as it also provides for rendering information 

this is much easier to handle in viewer components, at the same time restricting the 

complexity of the schemata. ESDIN has not implemented a KML transformation but it should 

be fairly straight forward to do. From the Engineering Viewpoint this transformation would 

take place at the level of the Pan European Data Cache (figure 6).   
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Another alternative which has a good potential for users is the legacy Shape-format. It 

consists of several files which must be bundled into one archive.  

RDF has been mentioned before, it is another contender. Other than OGC KML or the Shape 

format which are bascially just other encodings for the same geographic representation, RDF 

could add linked information to other geographic objects but also to real-world objects, names 

(EGN) and metadata about data and services.  

Another additional format is GeoJSON (Geospatial JavaScript Object Notation) which has 

been adopted by Web developers, especially to implement rich Internet applications.  

Service engineering 

The most important interface standards used in the ESDIN project are the INSPIRE 

Download and View Services.  

The Download service maps to the OGC standard WFS 1.1.0
13

 (in the future WFS 2.0, which 

is identical to ISO 19142). It is a service endpoint in the Internet architecture. It is 

recommended to remove constraints on the number of allowed objects requested via WFS. 

This increases the risk of overwhelming the service with overly large requests but it poses a 

problem if the user agent receives a number of objects for request which is arbitrarily cut at 

the configured constraints limit.  

The View service maps to the OGC standard WMS
14

 in the version 1.1.1 or higher. The 

current version of this standard is 1.3 but it is not implemented by all relevant software yet. 

The only consistent Pan-European map coverage is provided througth the EuroGeogrphics 

products ERM and EGM which is therefore used as the default background map in the 

implemented mapping prototypes. 

Like information engineering, service engineering has also been a well developed field over 

the recent year. The list of reference documents include (not necessarily sorted according to 

priority or other criteria): 

• Regulation on INSPIRE Discovery and View Services 02.06.2009 

• Implementing Rules for Download Services (Version 3.0) 25/09/2009 

• Implementing Rules for INSPIRE Transformation Services (Version 3.0) 07/09/2009 

• Network Services Architecture (Version 3.0) 30.09.2008 

• ISO 19119:2005, Geographic information – Services 

• ISO 19119:2005 PDAM 1, Geographic information – Services 

• ISO 19128:2005(E) : Geographic information — Web map server interface 

• IETF RFC 2616 Hypertext Transfer Protocol -- HTTP/1.1 

• IETF RFC 2818 HTTP Over TLS 

• ISO 19142:2010 Geographic information - Web feature service 

• ISO 19143:2010 Geographic information - Filter encoding 

• OGC 06-121r3 OGC OWS OpenGIS Web Service Common Implementation 

Specification 1.1.0 

 

                                                
13 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wfs 
14 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wms 
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Alternative Service interfaces: Tiling 

Dynamic rendering of map information can be very process intensive and require a lot of 

hardware, especially when dealing with large scale data with Pan-European coverage.  

The OGC WMS standard generates map images dynamically in a two-step process. First the 

geographic data of the requested region is queried and retrieved. In the second step the map 

image is rendered by applying cartographic rules to the retrieved set of data. In a third step the 

map image is delivered to the client. This satisfies the requirements of domains which need to 

access and present data in real-time perfectly. It also allows dynamic transformation and re-

projection of geospatial data into a variety of compatible coordinate systems - dynamically per 

request. It allows the presentation of any section of the map at any scale in any size and is 

limited only by the capacities of the server and bandwidth. The drawback is very resource 

intensive processing.  

The current update cycle of the EuroGeographics products ERM and EGM is two years so 

there is no need for real-time processing of map images. On-the-fly reprojection of the data 

will only make up a minimal number of the requests as most customers will simply take what 

they get without questioning the coordinate system or projection used. To address these much 

lower requirements there are alternative ways of serving maps on the Web. The most common 

is to create map tiles in a predefined grid system at a set of predefined scales. In this scenario 

the exact same rendering engine as described above can used to pre-generate map tiles for all 

potential requests by clients. Client requests can then be answered by performing the third 

step of the above process only, serving the right pre-created tiles from a web server. The 

scalability of this system is much better as it only involves setting up a web server with 

sufficient storage.  

There are at least a dozen different tiling systems currently available on the Web, including 

one OGC standard (WMTS
15

). ESDIN implements a tile cache using the OGC WMS standard 

interface to access the rendering engine. It creates a seamless coverage of 256 by 256 pixel 

tiles in 16 scale levels.  

Providing a tiled service broadens the scope of the data product and increases the availability 

of data beyond the View Service (ISO 19128 / OGC WMS) standard. It also allows for easier 

and more economical scalability of the map services. 

Rights Management and Licensing Engineering 

Business models are different across European NMCAs, and most have some kind of legal 

licensing policy in place. These issues are generally handled manually by contracts and 

ordinary invoices, increasingly replaced by electronic invoices and credit card transactions 

over the Internet. 

Currently none of the NMCA have a full-fledged eCommerce infrastructure to manage 

contracts, agreements, licences, and payments electronically and there are no mature or 

proven solutions available on the market. It is still on the road map of INSPIRE but deferred 

to an indefinitely, the resulting requirements will also be based on the regulations given by the 

PSI-directive.  

The ESDIN project has initially planned to create and implement a role based rights 

management model. In the course of the project it became apparent that the desired results 

form a GeoRM approach would not be achievable.  

                                                
15 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wmts 
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Part B of the objectives of WP 4 "describing who is allowed to access what and when in the 

web environment" has been covered extensively in the GeoRM role model. Instead of trying 

to implement a role model which lacks the required substructure of consistent, coherent, 

compatible and legally proven licenses the focus was shifted to supporting existing 

mechanisms, primarily authentication and access control. The control of access rights requires 

security but security covers topics far beyond restrictions management. It includes the 

concepts of confidentiality, integrity, availability, authenticity and non-repudiation (a service 

that provides proof of the integrity and origin of data).  

Geo Product Finder - The Licensing Wizard 

The ESDIN Geo Product Finder (GPF) is designed to assist European citizens, private 

businesses and governmental organizations on all levels in finding, evaluating and acquiring 

European geospatial data. All themes defined in Annex 1 of the INSPIRE directive will 

eventually be covered.  

The GPF is included in the ESDIN client which allows to zoom in to the area of interest 

(spatial search), as well as selecting the themes of interest (thematic search). The themes of 

interest are closely related to Annex 1 themes but extend them with explanations in natural 

language, including information about quality. This information is derived from the internally 

linked metadata about datasets. In the next step the user can select the intended usage (private, 

education, public service, business, etc.) and and type of product or data format. The wizard 

then guides to the corresponding license.  

Security and Access Management 

Due to the different data dissemination policies of the NMCAs some of the map and geodata 

service interfaces need to be protected against unauthorized access. This is achieved either 

through HTTP authentication or by SAML authentication through a Shibboleth identity 

provider. If the service provided by the NMCA implements an individual access protection it 

will be routed through an OWS proxy. Transport encryption (SSL/TLS) is not an ISO 19142 

(OGC WFS) requirement which is why some software does not support this. Access to the 

FGI Proxy is controlled by the Shibboleth authentication network developed in ESDIN.  

WP 11 planned to implement GeoRM-related services but due to the observed development of 

the GeoRM domain the main focus was shifted to implement proxy facades and use the secure 

federation architecture approach using Shibboleth. This shift in focus was fed back to 

INSPIRE and OGC. The ESIDN project took part in the OGC Authentication Interoperability 

Experiment and a follow up workshop with a diversity of software implementers to explore 

the potential of Shibboleth.  

Single-Sign-On / SAML 

SAML is a product of the OASIS Security Services Technical Committee, it is an XML based 

open standard whose primary purpose is to enable the exchange of authentication data across 

security and policy domains.   

The main use case for SAML is Single Sign On (SSO): with SSO users authenticate at one 

web site, access the resource of interest, and are then able to access additional protected 

resources at other web sites.  SAML enables the communication of authentication information 

from the first site to additional sites in different security domains, these sites can then choose 

to authorise the user and allow access to the protected resource.    

An organisational pre-requisite for the use of SAML in this scenario is the existence of an 

identity management federation.  Federation in this case, means that a group of organisations 
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with common business goals has established a circle of trust and formal understanding so that 

these cross-domain business interactions can take place.   

OWS Proxy Façade 

Authentication is not part of the OGC standard but required in the architecture set up by 

ESDIN. One solution to solve this is to implement an OWS Façade intermediary. It acts like a 

regular OpenGIS Web Service (for example OGC WMS or WFS) with added functionality, in 

this case authentication and authorization control.  

Figure 10: OWS Proxy Façade 

The additional functionality must be opaque so that the client does not notice any of it and can 

continue to send requests and receive results as the specification requires. In the Web 

environment this can be achieved by handling the authentication on the application layer 

(HTTP Basic authentication) and encryption on the transport layer (TCP/IP) to allow for 

secure data transport. All communication required to establish the authenticity of the client 

and potential autorization for certain data is handled by the OWS Proxy Façade.  

The proxy concept can also used to circumnavigate complex network infrastructures including 

firewalls, closed ports, reverse proxies and restricted environments. It is a powerful tool and 

currently indispensable in most productive environment SDIs.  
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Technology Viewpoint 

Introduction 

“the technology viewpoint, which is concerned with the choice of technology to support 

system distribution” (ISO 10746-1) 

This part of the architecture documents current best practice. The ESDIN project has carefully 

based the recommended architecture upon an existing choice of technologies. ESDIN 

recognizes the diversity of know-how and existing legacy systems within the different 

members of the consortium and organisations participating in the Europe SDI.  

Technology evolves rapidly, so this part will also be the most dynamic to maintain over time. 

The ESDIN architecture summarises specific technologies and products, that have been found 

to work, and that can be characterise as state-of-the-art thus qualifying for Best Practice. 

Software and Technology 

This section lists the technology used in ESDIN. The list is not comprehensive and all 

software that implements the referenced standards should be able to connect and integrate to 

some degree with the EuroGeographics architecture. The closer to the data itself, the more 

specialization is required by the software, down to handling the ExM data schema developed 

for small, medium and large scales.  

The current need for software that can handle INSPIRE requirements results in a fast 

developing market, which will broaden the choice of compatible products. Due to these 

factors the list of software summarized here should be understood as a snapshot in time, 

especially concerning specific version numbers. Nonetheless version numbers have been 

referenced to serve as a starting point for orientation. The results of the tests performed in WP 

12 complement these results. The test suite developed in WP 12 will serve as a point of 

reference for software developers users and decision makers alike.  

Shibboleth  

Shibboleth is an initiative from the US based Internet2 research and education networking 

consortium. It is an open source package that allows the establishment of federations of 

trusted Identity Providers and Service Providers based on SAML. It is a production strength 

solution to the problem of how to securely exchange user information based on open 

standards.  

Shibboleth is based on open security standards such as SAML (Security Access Markup 

Language), XML Signature, XML Encryption, etc. A decentralised approach is taken; 

organisations within the federation take responsibility for authenticating their own users using 

whichever method their organisation traditionally uses or prefers. In the language of 

Shibboleth, they act as Identity Providers (IdPs). Figure 2 provides an example series of 

Shibboleth exchanges typical of the UK Access Management Federation.    
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Figure 11: Example Shibboleth Interactions 

1. User attempts to access a Shibboleth-protected resource on the Service Provider (SP) 

site. 

2. User is redirected to the WAYF in order to select their home organisation (IdP). 

3. Part of same exchange as 2. 

4. IdP ensures that user is authenticated, by whatever means IdP deems appropriate 

5. After successful authentication, a one-time handle (a SAML artefact) is generated for 

this user session. 

6. SP uses the handle to request attribute information from the IdP for this user 

7. IdP allows or denies attribute information to be made available to this SP  

8. Based on the attribute information made available, SP makes authorisation decision, 

ie, allows or denies the user access to the resource. 

From the users perspective this is much less complex. When they attempt to access a 

Shibboleth protected resource the following happens: 

• they gain access immediately as they have previously authenticated - Shibboleth 

supports SSO, or 

• they get redirected to a list of organisations participating in the federation (WAYF) 

where, 

• they select their home organisation and provide their (familiar) credentials for login to 

the home organisation 

• they then either get access, or they don’t, with appropriate information supplied, eg, 

your institution does not subscribe to our service 

Behind the scenes a complicated sequence of exchanges takes place, involving the resolution 

of SAML artefacts and the release of SAML assertions concerning the subject in accordance 

with the IdPs attribute release policy. Depending upon which SAML Profile or Binding is 

being used, this may be conducted over a secure encrypted back channel using SSL, TLS, 

SOAP, XML Encryption and XML Digital Signature. 

Note that whereas the philosophy behind Shibboleth is to devolve responsibility as much as 

possible – in the belief that enterprises themselves are best positioned to manage the identities 

of their members, there are still some components that must be centralised. The main WAYF 
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(effectively a list mapping institution names to IdP URLs) is centralised in a trusted 

organisation. Even although service providers can always choose to setup a decentralized 

WAYF there is still a dependency on the central WAFY. Policy has to be centralized as well.   

The ESDIN Federation is a test Shibboleth Access Management Federation established during 

the lifetime of the project. It is comprised of a number of NMCAs and European Universities 

- the latter as a secondary objective of ESDIN is to improve European academic sector access 

to NMCA data, partly using the offices of the OGC/AGILE/EuroSDR Persistent European 

Geospatial Testbed for Research and Education (PTB). 

One important result of work undertaken in setting up the ESDIN Federation was the 

demonstration that OGC Web Services (OWS) can be protected using the mainstream 

Shibboleth download. No changes are required to either Shibboleth or the OGC interfaces in 

order to secure the OWS. 

However, changes are required to the client applications. Building on an earlier project, the 

JISC funded SEE-GEO
16

 project, a number of clients were developed during the course of 

ESDIN on top of Open Source software capable of undergoing the Shibboleth/SAML 

interactions. 

Tools implement in ESDIN 

ESDIN has implemented two Web application prototypes for this architecture to test 

interoperability, verify the availability and usability of services set up by the NMCAs in a 

real-world distributed environment. The applications run without any plug-in or additional 

tools. The first prototype (Data Viewer) requested GML from distributed WFS and rendered 

them using browser technology. This caused considerable performance issues in most 

browsers not based on WebKit greatly reducing the value of the exercise. Therfore a second 

prototype was implemented which used WMS to visualize data instead of directly accessing 

WFS.  

ESDIN Geo Produt Finder 

Description: Prototype framework of a licensing wizard which guides the user through a set of 

screens to arrive at the right license and download site.  

License: Open Source: BSD 

Related link: http://esdin.fgi.fi/wiki/index.php/Geo_Product_Finder  

ESDIN Data Finder 

Description: Prototype Web application. It uses WMS to visualize data, a modified EGN 

database to search for geographical names and queries data from a diverse set of WFS. The 

application is based on OpenLayers, GeoExt, Proj4, extJS. 

License: Open Source: BSD 

Download: http://code.google.com/p/geoext-viewer/source/checkout  

Related link: http://code.google.com/p/geoext-viewer/  

 

                                                
16 http://edina.ac.uk/projects/seesaw/seegeo/ 
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ESDIN Data Viewer 

Description: Prototype Web application. This version of OpenLayers has been extended to be 

able to visualize GML 3.2.1 data in ExM specification directly in the web browser. The 

performance overhead requires the use of a WebKit based browser (for example Chromium). 

To download the geographic data some WFS require authentication. The application is based 

on OpenLayers, GeoExt, Proj4, extJS. 

License: Open Source: BSD 

Download: http://code.google.com/p/geoext-viewer/source/checkout  

Related link: http://code.google.com/p/geoext-viewer/  

Radius Studio Transformation Rule Sets  

Description: Transformations in Radius Studio require the definition of rule sets. These have 

been developed in ESDIN and are provided as-is under a BSD license. Please observe that for 

using these rule sets you need to have the software Radius Studio which is not Open Source. 

License: Open Source, BSD 

Download: http://www.esdin.eu/     

Related link: http://www.1spatial.com/software/sware.php?id=2  

ESDIN web service Test Framework (ETF) 

Description: Test framework developed on the basis of the soapUI and loadUI toolset. The 

tests complement OGC CITE tests and cover: ExM/INSPIRE View Services, ExM/INSPIRE 

Download Services, INSPIRE Coordinate Transformation Services, access to View and 

Download Services via SAML-based Authentication Services, conformance of 

INSPIRE/ExM data. 

License: Open Source, BSD 

Download: http://services.interactive-instruments.de/download/ETF.zip  
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Annex A  

Web-based Software-as-a-Service 

ESDIN used several online services for communication and collaborative work processes 

ranging from IP telphony, chat and scheduling to geoportal monitoring and code repositories. 

The following list contains the name of the service with the operator in brackets, a short 

description and their links.  

Basecamp (Basecamp) 

Description: Basecamp is an online project collaboration tool including file management, 

timelines, milestones, messaging, forum and many more project management features.  

Terms and Conditions: Individual service contract, paid service with SLA 

Link: http://basecamphq.com/ 

Doodle (Doodle AG) 

Terms and Conditions: Freemium model 

Description: Web application for scheduling specific meetings with distributed groups 

Link: http://doodle.com 

Google docs (Google) 

Terms and Conditions: Click-through contract, Freemium model 

Description: Web based office suite suitable for collaborative document editing. 

Link: https://docs.google.com/ 

Goto Meeting (Goto Meeting) 

Description: Web conferencing tool to host online meetings with up to 15 people, real time 

application sharing, integrated audio conferencing via computer and telephone. 

Terms and Conditions: Individual service contract. 

Link: http://www.gotomeeting.com/fec/online_meeting 

Mapbender (provided by Metaspatial) 

Description: Metadata and monitoring portal for ESDIN services 

Terms and Conditions: Free access, requires to create an account  

Related link: http://www.metaspatial.net/geoportal/  

Skype (Skype) 

Description: Internet-based voice communication and chat software. 

Terms and Conditions: Freemium model 

Related link: http://skype.com 

SVN (provided by interactive instruments) 

Description: Code repository for collaboration on test suite components.  

Terms and Conditions: Access is password restricted, please contact the operator and check 

the ESDIN website for news.  

Related link: https://services.interactive-instruments.de:8443/svn/ESDIN/trunk/   
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Annex B 

Off-The-Shelf Software 

This alphabetically ordered list contains off-the-shelf software that was used during the course 

of the project. This list is not comprehensive and focuses on spatially related software only. 

Additionally to this list office suites, mail clients, browsers, editors, etc. were used on various 

operating systems.  

Some packages are available as Open Source, others require a proprietary usage license. The 

name is followed by the maintaining organization or community in brackets. In the following 

list the term Open Source is used synonymously to Free Software.  

 

Apache HTTPD (ASF) 

Description: The Apache HTTP Server is an open-source HTTP server for secure, efficient 

and extensible HTTP services.  

License: Open Source (Apache License V.2.0) 

Download: http://httpd.apache.org/download.cgi  

Related link: http://projects.apache.org/projects/http_server.html  

 

Apache Tomcat (ASF) 
Description: Apache Tomcat is an open source software implementation of the Java Servlet 

and JavaServer Pages technologies. License: Open Source (Apache License V.2.0) 

Download: http://tomcat.apache.org/  

Related link: http://tomcat.apache.org    

 

ArcGIS / ArcInfo Desktop and Workstation (ESRI) 
Description: ArcInfo is a desktop GIS including advanced spatial analysis and extensive data 

manipulation (used versions 9.2, 9.3 and 10) 

License: Proprietary 

Related link: http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcinfo/index.html  

 

deegree (OSGeo) 

Description: deegree (version 3 recommended) is a geospatial software package with 

implementations of OGC WMS and WFS Web Services and tools for geospatial data 

processing and management.  

License: Open Source (GNU LGPL V.2) 

Download: http://www.deegree.org  

Related link: http://www.osgeo.org/deegree/   

 

Diverse Tools 
Description: A host of Unix tools including shell, iconv, bash, sed, vim, mtr, ssh, scp, and 

many more used for transformations and overall ETL "glue". 

License: Open Source (various including GNU GPL, BSD, MIT, charityware, others) 

Download: Most Unix/Linux distributions include these tools or have them in repositories for 

installation 

Related link: http://www.debian.org/  

 

Enterprise Architect (Sparx Systems) 
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Description: Full life cycle modeling for software for high-level specification analysis, design, 

implementation, test and maintenance (used version: 7.5). 

License: Proprietary 

Related link:  http://sparxsystems.com.au  

 

FDO (OSGeo) 

Description: Feature Data Objects is library with data access technology. API 3.2.0 is bundled 

with Radius Studio (1spatial). 

License: Open Source (GNU LGPL) 

Download: http://fdo.osgeo.org/content/downloads  

Related link: http://fdo.osgeo.org/fdocore/index.html  

 

FME (Safe Software) 
Description: Comprehensive software to extract, convert, transform, load and integrate data. 

License: Proprietary 

Related link: http://www.safe.com/products/fme-desktop/  

 

GDAL/OGR (OSGeo) 

Description: GDAL/OGR is a translator library for raster and vector geospatial data formats 

(Extract/Transform/Load). 

License: Open Source (X/MIT-style) 

Download: http://trac.osgeo.org/gdal/wiki/DownloadingGdalBinaries  

Related link: http://gdal.org/ogr2ogr.html  

 

GeoExt (developer community) 
GeoViewer provides an extensible web mapping client building on the GeoExt framework. 

License: Open Source: GNU GPL V.3 

Download: http://code.google.com/p/geoext-viewer/source/checkout  

Related link: http://code.google.com/p/geoext-viewer/  

 

GeoNetwork opensource (OSGeo) 
Description: GeoNetwork is a catalog application to manage spatially referenced resources, 

metadata harvesting and services.  

License: License: Open Source (GNU LGPL V.2) 

Download: http://geonetwork-opensource.org/downloads.html  

Related link: http://geonetwork-opensource.org  

 

GeoServer (OSGeo) 

Description: GeoServer is an open source software server written in Java that allows users to 

share and edit geospatial data. Designed for interoperability, it publishes data from any major 

spatial data source using open standards. 

License: License: Open Source (GNU GPL V.2+) 

Download: http://geoserver.org/display/GEOS/Download  

Related link: http://geoserver.org  

 

GeoWebCache  
Description: GeoWebCache is a Java web application used to cache map tiles coming from a 

variety of sources such as OGC Web Map Service (WMS) implementing various service 

interfaces (such as WMS-C, WMTS, TMS, Google Maps KML, Virtual Earth) in order to 

accelerate and optimize map image delivery. It can also recombine tiles to work with regular 

WMS clients.  
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License: Open Source (GNU LGPL V.3) 

Download: http://sourceforge.net/projects/geowebcache/files/  

Related link: http://geowebcache.org/  

 

Google Web Toolkit (Google) 

Description: Framework to build Web applications (used version 1.7). 

License: Open Source (Apache License V.2.0) 

Download: http://code.google.com/webtoolkit/download.html  

Related link: http://code.google.com/webtoolkit/  

 

inspire-foss (developer community) 
Description: Provides reusable FOSS components for implementing INSPIRE, specifically 

ETL, INSPIRE-compliant data storage,  

web service configuration for WFS WMS CSW WPS to support INSPIRE network services 

License: Open Source (GNU GPL, BSD, others) 

Download: http://inspire.kademo.nl/doc/  

Related link: http://code.google.com/p/inspire-foss/  

 

INSPIRE Fusion Center (con terra) 
Description: The INSPIRE fusionCenter provides data transformation, storage and delivery 

for INSPIRE View and Download Services. 

License: Proprietary 

Related link: http://www.conterra.de/en/products/sdi/ifc/index.shtm  

 

JBoss (Red Hat) 
Description: Application Server, version 5.0.1 GA bundled with Radius Studio (1spatial) 

License: Open Source (LGPL and a variety of compatible open source licenses including the 

ASL, BSD, CPL, and MIT) 

Download: http://www.jboss.org/teiid/downloads.html  

Related link: http://www.jboss.org/jbossas  

 

LoadUI (eviware) 
Description: loadUI is a free and open source cross-platform Load Testing solution able to 

generate scalable, high-volume load from any number of local and remote computers.  

License: Open Source (EUPL V. 1.1) 

Download: http://sourceforge.net/projects/loadui/files/  

Related link: http://www.loadui.org  

 

Map Modeller (Cadcorp) 
Description: Map Modeller is a desktop GIS aimed at the experienced user for carrying out 

advanced spatial analysis and modelling. 

License: Proprietary 

Related link: http://www.cadcorp.com/products_geographical_information_systems/map_modeller.htm   

 

Mapbender (OSGeo) 
Description: SDI portal with management interfaces for OGC WMS view and WFS download 

services, metadata and monitoring applications, security and user management. 

License: Open Source (GNU GPL V.2+, BSD) 

Download: http://www.mapbender.org/Download   

Related link: http://www.mapbender.org/   
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Mapnik (The Mapnik Team) 
Description: Mapnik is a Free Toolkit for developing mapping applications and making 

beautiful maps.  

License: Open Source (GNU LGP V2+). 

Download: http://mapnik.org/ 

Related link: http://mapnik.org/  

 

MapServer (OSGeo) 

Description: MapServer is an Open Source platform for publishing spatial data and interactive 

mapping applications to the web and implementats OGC WMS and WFS standards.  

License: Open Source (MIT-style) 

Download: http://mapserver.org/download.html  

Related link: http://mapserver.org/  

 

MediaWiki (Wikimedia Foundation) 
Description: Multimedia Wiki used for collaborative editing (version 1.15).  

License: Open Source (GNU GPL) 

Download: http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Download  

Related link: http://www.mediawiki.org/  

 

Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 (Microsoft) 
Description: Microsoft Visual Studio is an IDE for design and deployment of applications.  

License: Proprietary 

Related Link: http://www.microsoft.com/visualstudio/en-us/ 

 

OpenJump (OpenJump Community) 

Description: OpenJUMP is an open source GIS written in Java.  

License: Open Source (GNU GPL V.2, Apache, MSD) 

Download: http://www.openjump.org/  

Related link: http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/jump-pilot/  

 

OpenLayers (OSGeo) 
Description: OpenLayers is a pure JavaScript library for displaying map data with no server-

side dependencies. OpenLayers implements a JavaScript API for building rich web-based 

geographic applications.  

License: Free and Open Source Software: Simplified BSD   

Download: http://openlayers.org/download/OpenLayers-2.10.zip  

Related link: http://openlayers.org/  

 

OpenStreetMap (OSM Foundation) 
Description: OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a collaborative project to create a free editable map of 

the world. 

License: Open Database License (ODBL V 1.0) 

Download: http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Planet.osm  

Related link: http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/About  

 

Oracle Spatial (Oracle) 

Description: Spatially extended relational database  

License: Proprietary 

Related link: http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/options/spatial/index.html 
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PostGIS (OSGeo) 
Description: PostGIS adds support for geographic objects to the PostgreSQL object-relational 

database.  

License: Open Source (GNU GPL V. 2) 

Download: http://www.postgis.org/download/  

Related link: http://www.postgis.org  

 

PostgreSQL (PostgreSQL community) 

Description: PostgreSQL is an open source object-relational database system.  

License: Open Source (PostgreSQL License, BSD-like) 

Download: http://www.postgresql.org/download/  

Related link: http://www.postgresql.org  

 

Python (Python Software Foundation) 
Description: Python is a dynamic programming language that is used in a wide variety of 

application domains. 

License: Open Source (Python license) 

Download: http://www.python.org/download/  

Related link: http://www.python.org/  

 

Python2exe (Jimmy Retzlaff, Mark Hammond) 
Description: py2exe is a Python Distutils extension which converts Python scripts into 

executable Windows programs. 

License: Open Source  

Download: http://sourceforge.net/projects/py2exe/files/  

Related link: http://www.py2exe.org/  

 

Quantum GIS (OSGeo) 

Description: Desktop GIS with open plugin, GRASS and scripting interface.  

License: Open SOurce (GNU GPL+) 

Download: http://www.qgis.org/wiki/Download  

Related link: http://www.qgis.org/  

 

Radius Studio (1spatial) 
Description: Geospatial processing and integration engine and framework including edge 

matching, quality assurance and many other functionality (version 2.1.2). 

License: Proprietary (ESDIN rulesets are provided as is under a BSD license) 

Related link: http://www.1spatial.com/software/sware.php?id=2 

 

Schema Validator (Just Objects NL) 
Description: Validates XML file retreived via http 

License: Open Source (Creative Commons 3.0 BY-SA) 

Download: http://code.google.com/p/inspire-foss/source/browse/  

Related link: http://code.google.com/p/inspire-foss/  

 

ShapeChange (interactive instruments)  

Description: Software to generate spreadsheet matching tables, feature catalogs and the ExM 

GML application schemata. Also used to generate the ExM geodatabase, the database 

documentation and the XtraServer configuration file for ExM. (version 2009-11-23, patched 

with ESDIN extensions) 

License: Open Source (GNU GPL) 
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Download: http://www.interactive-instruments.de/ShapeChange  (patched version not 

available here, pls. contact interactive instruments) 

Related link: http://www.interactive-instruments.de/ShapeChange  

 

Shibboleth (Internet2) 
Description: The Shibboleth System is a standards based, open source software package for 

web single sign-on across or within organizational boundaries. It allows sites to make 

informed authorization decisions for individual access of protected online resources in a 

privacy-preserving manner. 

License: Open Source (Apache 2.0) 

Download: http://shibboleth.internet2.edu/downloads.html  

Related link: http://shibboleth.internet2.edu  

 

soapUI (eviware) 
Description: soapUI is a free and open source cross-platform Functional Testing solution with 

automated functional, regression, compliance, and load tests. Used version 1.6 plus 

modifications by interactive instruments. 

License: Open Source (GNU GPL V. 2.1) 

Download: http://sourceforge.net/projects/soapui/files/  

Related link: http://www.soapui.org  

 

TileCache (Individual Contributors) 
Description: TileCache is tile caching mechanism to make it easy to set up a WMS or TMS 

frontend to any backend data services using a pluggable caching and rendering mechanism. 

License: Open Source (BSD) 

Download: http://pypi.python.org/pypi/TileCache/  

Related link: http://tilecache.org/  

 

xsltproc (Gnome) 
Description: XSLT Standard command-line “xsltproc” Mainly model transform 

License: MIT Licence 

Download: http://xmlsoft.org/xslt/xsltproc2.html  

Related link: http://xmlsoft.org/xslt  

 

XMLSpy (Altova) 
Description: XMLSpy is an XML editor for modeling, editing, transforming, and debugging 

XML-related technologies. 

License: Proprietary 

Related link: http://www.altova.com/xml-editor/  

 

XtraServer 3.2 (interactive instruments) 
Description: Server software providing compliant implementations of OGC WMS 1.1.1, 

WMS 1.3 and WFS 1.1 service, with support for GML 3.2.1, SLD/SE 1.1 and SLD 1.0 and 

other OGC standards. 

License: Proprietary 

Related link: http://www.interactive-instruments.de/index.php?id=107&L=2 
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List of Abbreviations and Acronyms 

Acronym Definition 

Atom Atom Syndication Format 

DoW Description of Work, here used as the DoW for the ESDIN project 

ELF European Location Framework 

EIF European Interoperability Framework 

EBM EuroBoundaryMap 

EGM EuroGlobalMap 

ERM EuroRegionalMap 

ESDI European Spatial Data Infrastructure 

GCM Generic Conceptual Model 

IDABC 
Interoperable Delivery of European eGovernment Services to public 

Administrations, Business and Citizens 

IdP Identity Provider (SAML) 

INSPIRE Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe 

ISA Interoperability Solutions for European Public Administrations 

ISO International Organization for Standardization 

JSON JavaScript Object Notation 

NMCA National Mapping and Cadastral Agency 

NSDI National Spatial Data Infrastructure 

OGC Open Geospatial Consortium, Inc. 

OSGeo Open Source Geospatial Foundation 

RDF Resource Description Framework 

REST Representational State Transfer 

RM ODP Reference Model – Open Distributed Processing 

ROA Resource Oriented Architecture 

SAML Security Assertion Markup Language 

SDI Spatial Data Infrastructure 

SP Service Provider 

SSO Single Sign On 

TOGAF The Open Group Architecture Framework 

URI Uniform Resource Identifier 

URL Uniform Resource Locator 

WAYF Where are you from (SAML) 

 

 


